
Sardegna Gran Tour  
Regulations 

 
Pilots allowed - Categories 
All the members of any Motorcycle Club, duly enrolled for the current year, can take part in the event, 
providing they hold a valid driving licence, allowing them to ride the motorbike registered for the event. 
 
Participants will be divided into two categories. 
 
- “On/off” category: 70%*on dirt roads and 30%*on panoramic asphalt roads, also within reach of 
neo-off-roaders. Can also be used with a passenger if the driver is an expert in off-road vehicles. 
*Percentages are calculated in time and not in distance 
 
- “All road" category: 100% route on asphalt roads, also suitable for drivers with passengers 
 
Motorcycles allowed 
 
- “On/Off” category: for on/off, enduro, and vintage motorbikes and scooters (registered before 
31/12/1999), weighing over 150 kg. (minimum weight not applicable to vintage motorbikes and 
femal driver) 
 
 - “All road” category: open to any kind of motorbike and scooter weighing over 150 kg. 
(minimum weight not applicable to vintage motorbikes and and femal driver). 
 
A GPS, or alternative Navigation System able to read the tracks in GPX format, is mandatory. 
 
Routes 
The routes will run along scenic roads, suitable for big twin-cylinder bikes as well as single-cylinder 
bikes weighing over 150 kg, through the most interesting areas of the island from a scenic, historical 
and cultural viewpoint. 
The departure and arrival of each stage will be at beach hotels, located in well-known Sardinian 
seaside towns. 
The routes will be exclusively shown by GPS tracks. A GPS, or alternative Navigation System able 
to read the tracks in GPX format, is mandatory. 
Medical assistance as well as vehicle/rider & passenger recovery service will be available along 
the route. 
 
 
Registration – Registration fee 
Registrations are open from 1 November 2018 to 30 Mars 2019 
A pre-enrolment of €. 100,00 by 31/01/2019, from right to:  
- Priority of acceptance of registration 
 
 
The “rider+motorbike”registration fee of € 790,00 includes: 
- Ferry for rider + motorbike (and/return trip: Livorno – Golfo Aranci, Olbia). Shared accommodation 
(2-people cabin) 
- Half board* accommodation (*including breakfast and evening meal) at 4-star-hotels for 2 nights 
(shared room) 
- 4 refreshment points halfway through the stages 
- Baggage transfer service from stage departure to stage arrival (1 piece only - cm. 80 X 40 X 60 
max.) 
- Organizer’s RC insurance 



- “Sardegna Gran Tour” official race stickers for the motorbike 
- On and off road vehicle recovery service, for motorbikes which have broken down along the route 
(up to stage arrival) 
- Medical assistance along the route and at departure/arrival of each stage 
- GPS tracks for the route 
- Event T-shirt 
 
The registration fee does not include: 
- Anything not expressly listed above 
- 2 Evening meals on the ferries 
- Single supplement for hotel accommodation for € 60,00 / 2 nights 
- Single cabin supplement on the ferrie accommodation for €70,00 / 2 nights  
 
Passenger registration fee  
The passenger registration fee of € 400,00 
 
Supplements 
- Single supplement for hotel accommodation for € 60,00 / 2 nights 
- Single cabin supplement on the ferries accommodation for € 70,00 / 2 nights 
 
Refunds 
In case of cancellations received by registered mail with return receipt by the day 31/03/2019, a 
fee of 10% of the cost of registration will be retained for secretarial fees. No refunds will be made for 
cancellations received after this date. 
 
Discount 
A pre-enrolment of €. 100,00 by 31/01/2019, from right to:  
- Priority of acceptance of registration 


